Alexia Abernathy

Invention: Oops! Proof No-Spill Feeding Bowl™
Age: 8
Home: Cedar Rapids, Iowa
School: Johnson Elementary
Inducted: 1996

Alexia Abernathy is a multi-talented young lady who began making a name for herself at the age of three when she starred as Floppy the Rabbit. Aside from acting, singing, and dancing...

...she also loves volleyball, skiing, and especially hydro-skiing, which she has been doing since she was two.

Hmmm... A problem to solve? What kind of problems need solving?

And it hit her (almost literally).

There were no books on spillology, so Alexia had to do some original research.

The babysitter having a hard time keeping her baby from spilling food all over the place. Aha! A problem to solve!!

In the form of the oops! proof no spill feeding bowl™. Not only did Alexia's invention cause a stir at the Invent Iowa state competition, but...

...she also patented it and it is now being manufactured and sold by Little Kids Inc™.

Alexia plans to become a veterinarian (anyone for a spill-proof doggy bowl?™)
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JOHNNY BODYSKI

INVENTION: THE RAIN WATCHDOG
AGE: 8
HOME: SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
SCHOOL: ARROYO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
INDUCTED: 1996

He wanted to see what would happen if he used them to start an electrical outlet!!!

Johnny learned that it's more fun using electricity to light up Christmas trees than using it to light up himself. So his first invention was a Christmas tree light tester.

If a curious mind is a sign of intelligence, then Johnny Bodyski was a very bright infant. Having watched his father use keys to start the car...

Johnny's fondest memories are of working with his father to renovate and restore an electric golf cart.

One day when Johnny was eight, his mother noticed that someone had left the lawn sprinkler on in the rain.

One day when Johnny was eight, his mother noticed that someone had left the lawn sprinkler on in the rain.

Johnny decided to solve this problem. Using his knowledge of electronics and his skill with tools and woodworking equipment, Johnny invented...

...The Rain Watchdog!

The cup falls and activates the microswitch, which shuts off the power to the automatic sprinklers.

Automatic Sprinkler Control System

Automatic Sprinkler Valve

Water Collector—when rain falls in cup, the weight lowers the cup

With the Rain Watchdog, Johnny won the great ideas competition sponsored by Popular Science Magazine and Inventors Workshop International.

Since then, people constantly ask Johnny to fix things -- and he usually does.

Some day he hopes to be an aeronautics engineer and have his very own airport.

Artwork: Phil Rose
Story: L. Brent Luten
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Christopher Cho

Invention: The Automated Page-Replacing Contrivance
Age: 15
Home: East Gettaket, New York
School: Ward Melville High School
Inducted: 1996

Though math and science are his favorite subjects, music always played a major role in Christopher Cho's life. Aside from playing in the Julliard Pre-College Orchestra, he also won the 1995 Julliard Annual Award for Music.

But, there was just one problem...

He needed a way of turning pages without using his hands. Christopher loved working with electronic gadgets and hoped to design one to solve his problem.

Since no one can think on an empty stomach, Christopher went to the candy machine for a big, thick chocolate...wait a second!

Could the same mechanism that props candy bars out of the candy machine be used to prop pages of sheet music off of a music stand?

It was definitely worth the try! Christopher's invention, the automated page-replacing contrivance, worked so well that it won the 1993 Duracell "Design a Device" Competition.

Christopher plans to attend Harvard but is unsure what he will major in. However, one thing is certain, he will still be playing his viola -- without any fumbling around!
Before he was even one year old, it was obvious that Peter Haugen was no ordinary child. Every bit of string or twine he could lay his tiny hands on was used to tie together the doorknobs, chair legs, and everything else in the house. Apparently, Peter liked to take control of his environment.

He proved this at the age of six when he graduated from strings to wires. He rigged up a little robot to guard his diaper so that when it was opened, the robot popped up, spun around, and...

*SQUIRT!*

Well, you can see what happened when mom came in later.

The family soon learned that Peter's room was off limits. Since they wouldn't come to the water, he took the water to them. He outfitted a radio-controlled toy tank with a video camera and a powerful squirty mechanism. So, the next time mom and dad were watching TV in the living room -- SPLAT!

In summer Peter would often provide some pyrotechnic entertainment, with his knack for electronics, chemistry, and art. His fireworks were spectacular.

Maybe it was the inability of some people to enjoy a fireworks display that led Peter to consider the needs of the blind. He began developing an idea for a device that would aid the visually impaired.

In 1995, Peter's invention won both the 2nd place grand award in engineering, and the NASA award at the International Science and Engineering Fair.

Whatever the future holds for Peter Haugen, you can be certain that electronics and computers will be an important part of it. The next time you watch a fireworks display, or feel a jet of water hitting you in the back, think of Peter Haugen—he may not be far away.

His invention uses shape memory wire to allow blind people to read information from a computer.
Kara Levine

Invention: Karink
Age: 18
Home: Panama City, Florida
School: Rutherford High School
Inducted: 1996

Kara Levine was very bright and independent as a child. She could read by the age of four, and could do long division by the age of five.

She also loved to paint, dance, and build her own toys.

When Kara was in 8th grade she displayed one of her creations at the Florida State Science and Engineering Fair.

Her invention measured people's reaction times to light and sound.

Kara's two great loves are art and chemistry.

In 10th grade she did something that was a benefit to both of these fields.

Kara read an article describing how 250,000 pounds of petroleum is used each year to produce newspaper ink.

Later, when these newspapers are discarded, the petroleum used in them pollutes the environment.

It became Kara's challenge to invent an ink that used no petroleum at all. And she did!

Kara invented Karink, an economical ink made entirely from renewable natural resources.

In 1994, an entire issue of the Panama City News Herald was printed with Karink. In 1995, Karink won the Westinghouse Science Talent Search, and Kara has since applied for a patent on her environmentally friendly ink.

Panama City News Herald Karink!

Kara is attending New York University and, with her love for art and chemistry, she hopes to become an art restorer.
Elizabeth Nathan

Invention: Non-Reusable Syringe
Age: 16
Home: New York, NY
School: The Brearley School
Invented: 1994

Elizabeth Nathan has always loved building gadgets — model trains, model rockets, even mechanical birthday cards. She loves piano, reading and watching sports. (She has been called a walking sports encyclopedia.) But this story is also about Elizabeth's friend...

Gabriella Pollack

Invention: Non-Reusable Syringe
Age: 17
Home: New York, NY
School: The Brearley School
Invented: 1994

While in 10th grade, Elizabeth read an article on AIDS and how it is often transmitted through the misuse of hypodermic syringes.

Elizabeth and Gabriella began discussing how a hypodermic needle could be redesigned so that it could not be used more than once. Hmm, this was a real stumper!

Then Gabriella noticed a cocktail umbrella and thought about how it opens and closes. Could the same mechanism be used in a hypodermic needle? You bet! And here's how...

1. The end of the needle is fitted with the mechanism that Elizabeth and Gabriella designed.
2. When the piston draws in fluid, the washer slips off and the spring opens.
3. After the fluid is injected, the mechanism locks the needle into the piston. If someone tries to use the needle again, the plunger will pull out of the piston.

With their invention, Elizabeth and Gabriella won the Nymer Science and Technology Award. Both of these young inventors are now attending Harvard.